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eklavya was the first film that vidhu vinod chopra directed. in fact, vidhu vinod chopra made his
directorial debut with eklavya, starring sanjay dutt, madhuri dixit and saif ali khan. saif ali khan played

the role of the blind eklavya, a loyal soldier who is assigned by prince harshvardhan to protect the
prince from a traitor. eklavya deals with a very important topic and one that has the ability to educate
even the most blissful of people. the film is about a person who overcomes his blindness by losing his
love for life. the film shows how we can overcome by meeting the challenges thrown at us. eklavya, a
soldier and a man who has lost his eyesight, is in love with a girl called swati. one day, he is abducted
and brought to the palace where he faces many challenges. he comes to the place where the historical

secrets of the royal family are buried. the climax of the film takes place in the church of the royal
family where eklavya faces huge challenges. it looks like the film is gearing up to be an action packed

movie. the film has been shot in the kind of exotic locations that we don't see much of in the film
industry. eklavya was not in eklavya long before madhuri dixit went for her first break. she has had a
busy schedule in the past two years, appearing in more than 10 films and that's just with films like
jaane tu ya jaane na and lipstick under my burkhareleased recently. let's see if the eklavya star is

willing to appear in more films that are based in modern times and not in the royal family.
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the story of eklavya revolves around the secrets of a royal family and eklavya. his job is to guard the
family and to prevent any leak of information about the family. his guard duties include ensuring that
no one tries to harm the family. the fact that he is able to keep everything for long and does it without

killing anyone has made him an accomplished hero in the film. anil kapoor in eklavya - the royal
guardwith a post-amorous breakup off screen, anil kapoor decides to take his relationship with saif ali
khan to the next level. this has resulted in anil and saif to take the friendship to the next level. after

the couple break up, anil decides to take on the role of a great police inspector in the film. due to
pressure on the other hand, eklavya goes into therapy. the therapy helps him to overcome the trauma
he has faced at an earlier point of his life. on one such day, he gets to meet with a wonderful woman.

this leads to the relationship between eklavya and the woman. the woman is played by the lovely
actress trisha krishnan. this historical epic, a modern action thriller shot in the 70's, is the first film for
vidhu vinod chopra as director. set in the period of the first indo-pak war and india-china war (in 1962),

eklavya follows the royal family of the prithviraj chauhan dynasty. the film is about a prince and a
princess, ramvir and lata, who are in love. ramvir is a lone ranger, and is about to receive a training
from a secret organization. he loses his parents in the first indo-pak war; and as the story unfolds,

everyone comes to know that he is the last survivor of the royal prithviraj chauhan dynasty. so, when
the enemy attacks, he leads his small regiment to the war field and kills as many as he can. when he

returns home, he is tasked with the protection of the prince of the prithviraj chauhan dynasty.
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